Reay road project
HypothesisSlums develop at locations where their inhabitants have a pre-existing purpose of being and slum
rehabilitation needs to be about upgrading their standard of living in place in order that their sanitary
conditions improve and the health hazard posed to their immediate community and the city at large are
appropriately addressed and a sense of pride and belonging is created within the slum community similar to chawl communities existing in Mumbai.

Selecting a site for testing the aforementioned hypothesis the following considerations were taken into
account:
1. Site to have a slum housing component
2. Slum housing component to be a considerable area occupant on site
3. Unique slum housing typology occurrence
4. Slum housing related issues to be broad based to be extendable to other slum housing occurrences
across the city
5. Site to represent live-work scenarios occurring within the housing or within close proximity of the site
6. Site to represent an ethos of the city of Mumbai
7. Manageable scale for study and design implementation
Based on the above and after much consideration the site selected for this research was the Reay Road
Bridge in South Mumbai. The Reay Road Bridge is a railway station on the harbor line serving the eastern waterfront of Mumbai. The station is situated on the bridge with a stoop to the platforms. The bridge
itself is still used as a vehicular bridge to cross over from central Mumbai to ‘Darukhana’ on the eastern
waterfront.
The entire length of the bridge has a liner of G+1 slum housing on either side of the carriageway. This
slum housing typology built entirely on a bridge from the colonial era in Mumbai but serving ad sustained by industry in the contemporary economy is the main focus of this study.
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View 1 - over the bridge where the station sits

View 2 - aside the bridge

View 3 - aside the bridge
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Epistemology
All existing conditions pertaining to this site are documented under this heading. Under this heading are
listed out the advantages and disadvantages associated with this site as they relate to the hypothesis set
out in the beginning of the study.
Advantages:
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1. The housing dwellings have compromised the efficiency of the original functions of the bridge by 		
reducing the effective width of the vehicular carriageway.
2. The housing community though providing an inexpensive work force for ‘Darukhana’ and surround		
ing areas is still a slum.
3. As the housing is a Slum, it has the following characteristics:
-These dwellings are illegal but regularized
-They are structurally unsafe and
-They are a structural hazard for the stability of the bridge on which they stand
-Poor sanitation
-Water leakage from the dwellings continue to cause further damage to the structure of the bridge
-On account of high density the area has become a center for petty crime and street brawls
-On account of high density and poor sanitation, the community is at risk of fast spread of infectious
diseases and as such a risk to the city at large in the spread of epidemics
-The area is perceived as a slum and therefore never considered for improvement and restoration
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1. Slum Housing exists as a vibrant community with all support infrastructure needed for living in the
city:
-Housing
-Public Toilets
-Primary Healthcare (general practitioner dispensary)
-Daycare
-Prayer Facilities (mosque and madrassa)
-Open Spaces (informal spill over road)
-Connectivity to Trains and Busses)
-Proximity to work places in ‘Darukhana’
2. Scale of the community is big enough to necessitate neighborhood planning initiatives
3. Scale of the community is small enough to not become a crime and health hazard.
4. This Bridge is a remnant from the historic colonial past of Mumbai and represents a connection be		
tween the modern Mumbai and the once cotton trading colonial trading post.
5. The bridge still retains its original functions of being a Railway station and a vehicular fly-over.
6. The bridge has been over the years been able to sustain an additional function of supporting a residen
tial community.
7. Access to electricity
8. Proximity to the industrial areas of the island city.
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Home 2
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Sample Survey paper- 5 neighbouring homes at different sections of the bridge, learning about individual family and materials used to
construct each slum. I found out that most had illegal secure construction i.e. brick and concrete slab hidden under scrap materials.

Metaphysics
This section documents the outcome of the specific conditions existing on this site. This section allows
an opportunity to outline the non-quantifiable qualities associated with the site. Some of the metaphysical observations associated with the site are as follows:
1. The entire bridge feels like a street at grade
2. The bridge has a dissolved edge condition as this edge is occupied by the housing liner
3. The carriageway on the bridge is populated with a mixture of scenes associated with city traffic, trade
persons, commuters from the station, children from the housing as well as the elderly from the com		
munity
4. The proximity of the two layers of housing on either side of the carriageway and the presence of a
public street between the two may have proved to a deterrent for crime as the entire community works
like a ‘Panopticon’
5. It is almost a surreal reminder of the decaying past of the city of Mumbai
6. It is also a reminder of the neglect suffered by many buildings and infrastructure projects from a by		
gone era which made Mumbai what it is today
7. It is also a reminder of the extant problem of rehabilitating slums in Mumbai
8. It represents a stifled housing typology which is being prevented from being realized in the way a 		
similar organic development lead to the creation of Ponte Vecchio
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Under this section are covered all legal and para-legal issues associated with the site. Here are documented the issues which led to the instituting of the existing situation, the sustenance of this condition and
those that prevent the alleviation of the circumstances of the inhabitants and the project at large. Below
are listed such issues:
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Politics

1. The entire housing is deemed illegal, as it is an encroachment on government property.
2. However local corporators and individuals carrying out social service with political agendas have 		
acquired official status for these slums with the intention of securing voter banks.
3. Because these persons are on the census but do not pay taxes, the facilities extended to then from the
government are lacking in comparison to the need.
4. The political scenario has resulted in the neglect of the damage done to the structure of the bridge by
allowing the slum to exist as it does without any improvements to the scenario.
5. Since this slum is on a bridge and does not offer any financial gain to builders and middle-men, in 		
and outside of the government, this project has escaped redevelopment.
6. It is the above special position of the slum that it presents a good opportunity for upgrade in place 		
considerations on ethical grounds.
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A survey of about 105 Slums of different sizes was done and the results were then extrapolated to total number of 526 slums - a number given by
Slum rehab authority(SRA), Mumbai in 2012

Ethics
Under this section are listed out the ethical concerns associated with the site and an outline of the ethical
basis of the proposal included in this research. Below is the ethical argument in favor of retaining the
slum at this location and for upgrading in place:
1. The very fact that slums exist in a city indicated that the city has failed to provide affordable housing
stock for this economic group.
2. This the existence of slums is a failure on part of the government mechanism in a socialist state like
India.
3. Individuals residing in this slum are here on account of proximity to their work place. This helps in
reduction of travel cost and boarding cost as this workforce may return home form lunch during break
time at work.
4. People born into the slum especially have the right to hygiene, sanitation, education, healthcare and
recreation.
5. Provisions must be made for the families to move out once their economic situation improves and/or
if they dissociate themselves with working in the neighborhood.

Aesthetics
Below are outlined the aesthetic observations associated with the site and the aesthetic aspirations of the
proposal for its renewal:
1. The bridge is a good example of this typology from the colonial era.
2. The Railway station is a fine example of infrastructure buildings from the late Victorian period and is
a Victorian Gothic Building.
3. The Perch from atop the bridge offers views of the harbor line and the warehousing district of Mumbai. This is a very specific historic precinct belonging to Mumbai’s trading past.
4. The Housing typology has the effect of a lofted ground plane with a mixed used low-rise high-density
community.
5. The slums have the potential of being realized into a modern version of a Ponto Vecchio building
diagram.
6. There is the potential of mounting a modern development on an extant colonial building.
This bridge and the station is tagged under Grade 1 heritage structures but due to its positioning over western Municipality controlled land
and the eastern Port trust land, no effort had been rendered for its restoration. Upon further investigation I found that no technical documentation of the bridge existed with the Central railway department, Port trust or the Municipality. Hence as a part of dissertation, an entrire set of documentation was done and submitted to to the said stakeholders. I found that the cast iron members of this bridge were made in
the UK by Dorman Long company(see image for stamp), the same company that suppplied steel members for the sydney harbour bridge.
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Cast-iron railing -type 1

Cast-iron railing -type 2

Bridge section

Bridge elevation
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Exploded view

Reay road bridge

South Elevation

North Elevation

East Elevation
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Reay road Station

Exploded view
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Aluminum reinforced recycled
plastic pallet
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Cement/gypsum board/
marine ply
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3 x 90mm upvc pipes wrapped
with industrial felt sheet
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upcycled Aluminum
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upcycled Aluminum
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Cement/gypsum board/
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Module Design - Exploded View
(Maison Dom-Ino)
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6 sizes of homes and/or integrated
4
This kit of parts can2 be interconnected to create3 a sturdy yet light-weight linear
housing typology which5 can create options of different
micro commercial units. This inter-connected tool(slabs/columns/ladder) gives a opportunity to personalise the home/shop similar to chawls of Mumbai.
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The linear housing is intervened with a 'pavillion’, a communal space, made of upcycled plastic crates, and upvc pipes, which
can be used as play area, small functions, lecture spaces,etc these are also connected with designated water lines.
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Applying the housing typology and communal spaces to the site aids in demarcating the housing vs traffic(both vehicular and
public for station) pattern of the node.
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Toilet/bathing Spaces

Residential with micro commercial units

Community spaces
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Ponte vecchio x Reay road x Chawl community of Mumbai
By celebrating its existence, the citys’ many layers are exposed.

Thesis Slums develop at locations where their inhabitants have a pre-existing purpose of being and slum
rehabilitation needs to be about upgrading their standard of living in place in order that their sanitary
conditions improve and the health hazard posed to their immediate community and the city at large are
appropriately addressed and a sense of pride and belonging is created within the slum community similar to chawl communities existing in Mumbai.
This can be achieved by creating a architectural kit-of-parts module and an urban level intervention by
creating more toilet/bathing spaces and designated multi-use free space dubbed as ‘community spaces’
demarcated by a pavillion.
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